Severe (.2.5 cm) hail causes .$5 billion in damage annually in the United States. However, radar sizing of hail remains challenging. Typically, spheroids are used to represent hailstones in radar forward operators and to inform radar hail-sizing algorithms. However, natural hailstones can have irregular shapes and lobes; these details significantly influence the hailstone's scattering properties. The high-resolution 3D structure of real hailstones was obtained using a laser scanner for hail collected during the 2016-17 Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) Hail Field Study. Plaster casts of several record hailstones (e.g., Vivian, South Dakota, 2010) were also scanned. The S-band scattering properties of these hailstones were calculated with the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). For comparison, scattering properties of spheroidal approximations of each hailstone (with identical maximum and minimum dimensions and mass) were calculated with the T matrix. The polarimetric radar variables have errors when using spheroids, even for small hail. Spheroids generally have smaller variations in the polarimetric variables than the real hailstones. This increased variability is one reason why the correlation coefficient r hv tends to be lower in observations than in forward-simulated cases using spheroids. Backscatter differential phase d also is found to have large variance, particularly for large hailstones. Irregular hailstones with a thin liquid layer produce enhanced and more variable values for reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization Z HH , differential reflectivity Z DR , specific differential phase K DP , linear depolarization ratio (LDR), and d compared with dry hailstones; r hv is also significantly reduced.
Introduction
From 1949 to 2006, the estimated annual cost of damage caused solely by hail was $852 million, and an average of 15 hail-related catastrophes (events causing .$1 million in insured property losses) occurred each year (Chagnon et al. 2009 ). Further, some recent storms individually have caused over $1 billion in insured property losses. For example, the recent 8 May 2017 hailstorm in Colorado caused $2.3 billion in damages according to the Rocky Mountain Insurance Information Association, which makes it the state's record for the most damage caused by a single hailstorm. A hailstorm in San Antonio on 12 April 2016 caused $1.36 billion in losses, making it the costliest hailstorm in Texas history (National Weather Service-San Antonio 2016).
Many studies have focused on detecting hailstorms with polarimetric radars. Reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization Z HH and differential reflectivity Z DR were first used for hail detection (e.g., Bringi et al. 1984; Leitao and Watson 1984; Aydin et al. 1986; Depue et al. 2007 ). Further, linear depolarization ratio (LDR; Bringi et al. 1986; Höller et al. 1994; Kennedy et al. 2001; Zeng et al. 2001) , specific differential phase K DP (Zrnić et al. 1988; Ryzhkov and Zrnić 1998) , and correlation coefficient r hv (Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990b; Picca and Ryzhkov 2012; Ryzhkov et al. 2013b ) have been used in hail detection and algorithm development studies.
Typically, small or negative Z DR , large LDR, and small r hv values collectively can indicate the presence of hailstones, based on observations (e.g., Hubbert et al. 1998; Picca and Ryzhkov 2012; Ortega et al. 2016 ) and theoretical scattering calculations (e.g., Aydin and Zhao 1990; Ryzhkov et al. 2013a) . Large K DP values have been tied to large concentrations of small melting hail (Kumjian and Lebo 2016; Kumjian et al. 2019) .
According to the U.S. National Weather Service (NWS), severe (.2.5 cm) and significantly severe (.5 cm) hail is capable of inflicting substantial damage. Even though many algorithms have been developed for hail detection, determining hail size with weather radar observations remains a challenge (Blair et al. 2011; Kaltenboeck and Ryzhkov 2013; Kunkel et al. 2013; Ryzhkov et al. 2013b; Ortega et al. 2016) . To better detect damaging hail in storms with radars, a better understanding of the scattering properties of hailstones and their signatures in radar observations is needed. In addition, hailstone scattering properties are also needed for radar forward operators for model evaluation and data assimilation.
For the purposes of scattering calculations, hailstones are usually assumed to have spheroidal shapes, and so the Rayleigh approximation (e.g., Jung et al. 2008) or the T-matrix method (e.g., Aydin and Zhao 1990; Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990b; Depue et al. 2007; Ryzhkov et al. 2013a ) are used. However, realistic hailstones exhibit various irregular shapes and can have protuberances or spikes known as lobes (e.g., Knight and Knight 1970b) . These irregularities are thought to affect the scattering properties of hailstones. Balakrishnan and Zrnić (1990a) used simplified analytical calculations to demonstrate a reduction in r hv for small particles with protuberances compared to similar-sized smooth particles. Using more detailed calculations, Mirković (2015) studied the effect of varying scales of surface roughness on scattering properties of artificial hailstones, which he modeled as spheroids. He found that, for severe and significantly severe hailstones, the roughness has a strong effect on the S-band scattering properties, specifically reducing r hv and increasing the backscatter differential phase shift d. Therefore, the smooth spheroidal shapes used in many studies and that serve as the basis for forward operators (e.g., Jung et al. 2008; Ryzhkov et al. 2011 Ryzhkov et al. , 2013a Kumjian et al. 2014) do not fully capture the scattering properties of hailstones. To date, however, attempts to account for the irregularities of natural hailstones have used highly idealized particles such as spheres or spheroids with uniform roughness/ spikes applied (Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990a; Mirković 2015) . The impact of nonspheroidal particles and/or those with more natural protuberances over a range of sizes on scattering remains to be quantified.
Recently, the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) hail measurement field project obtained measurements of real hailstones, including detailed scans of their three-dimensional structures (Giammanco et al. 2017) . These three-dimensional structures can be used to calculate the scattering properties of real hailstones. In this study, we calculate the scattering properties and polarimetric variables of real hailstones and compare the results to spheroidal particles often used to approximate them. To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first time that real hailstone structures are used for scattering calculations.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the methods used for the scattering calculations and the formulas for the polarimetric radar variables. Section 3 shows the results comparing real hailstones and spheroids in terms of backscattering properties of different incident directions and polarimetric radar variables with orientation distribution assumptions. Given that hailstones below the melting layer usually are wet, a comparison between dry and wet real hailstones is also given in section 3. In the end, a summary of the current study and discussion are given in section 4.
Methods
The emergence of 3D laser scanning technology has allowed for new applications to be explored. Giammanco et al. (2017) used a handheld threedimensional scanner system ( Fig. 1) to successfully create high-resolution digital models of natural hailstones. During the 2016 and 2017 IBHS field campaigns, over 100 digital models of natural hailstones were obtained. Each hailstone was photographed, weighed, and measured with a caliper prior to scanning. For scanning, the target stone is placed on a mount, allowing the operator to rotate the hailstone to complete the scan and minimize movement within the field research vehicle. Hailstones were scanned at a resolution of 0.008 cm; the system had a measurement error of 60.004 cm. Scans took approximately 2-3 min to complete. For more detailed information on the scanner system, data collection, and data processing, see Giammanco et al. (2017) . For this study, we use eight hailstones scanned by this system ( Fig. 2 ; Table 1 ). These include scans of plaster casts of three U.S. record hailstones: Coffeyville, Kansas (1970; hailstone 7); Aurora, Nebraska (2003; hailstone 6); and Vivian, South Dakota, (2010; hailstone 8) supplied by NCAR.
The scattering calculations are performed using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). DDA, first developed by DeVoe (1964) , is a method to calculate the electromagnetic scattering properties of arbitrary shapes. We use the freely available Amsterdam DDA (ADDA) code (Yurkin and Hoekstra 2011) in this study. The three-dimensional hailstone surfaces obtained from the scanner are used to construct the particles for the DDA calculations: the volume created by the hailstone surface is filled with dipoles. Draine and Flatau (1994) suggest that dipole size should be smaller than l/4pjnj, where n is the particle refractive index and l is the wavelength of the illuminating radiation. Yurkin and Hoekstra (2011) also suggest the same rule and point out that the dipole size should be much smaller than both l and the particle's minimum dimension D min . Here, we set the dipole size to max(D x , D y , D z )/100, where D x , D y , and D z represent the dimensions in the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Because the dimensions D x , D y , and D z have roughly the same order of magnitude, the requirement for the dipole size to be smaller than the particle's minimum dimension is satisfied. The largest dipole size in the set of hailstones is 1.51 mm, which is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the S-band radar wavelength at which we perform the calculations. During 3D scanning, liquid water on the surface of hailstones is removed (Giammanco et al. 2017) . The hailstones are assumed to have the relative permittivity of solid ice.
Because spheroids are widely used in computations of hydrometeor scattering properties, including for hailstones (as described above), we also perform scattering calculations for equivalent spheroids for each hailstone in the dataset. Commonly, the size of hailstones is used in radar forward simulators to constrain the spheroids. As such, we prescribe that the equivalent spheroids have identical maximum and minimum dimensions as the real hailstones. However, keeping the density equal to that of solid ice would result in the spheroids having excessive mass relative to the real hailstones, thereby producing an inconsistency within the computed radar variables affected by mass (i.e., Z H and K DP ). To mitigate this issue, we reduced the density of the spheroids such that the particle mass is equivalent to the real hailstone mass. The T-matrix code from Mishchenko (2000) is used for these scattering calculations. Tests of spheroid calculations using the T-matrix and DDA codes revealed negligible differences (not shown). Thus, any differences in the scattering properties between spheroids and the real hailstones are related to differences in the particle shapes, not the calculation methods.
To calculate the amplitude scattering matrix and thus the dual-polarization radar variables for the hailstones, we need their orientation relative to the direction and polarization of the incident electromagnetic wave. We assume that the particles are oriented such that their minimum dimension is aligned along the z axis and the maximum dimension in the horizontal plane (Fig. 3) . The direction of the incident radiation is specified by its elevation angle u and azimuth angle u. For the real hailstones, we select elevation angles from 2908 to 908 in 108 intervals, and azimuth angles from 08 to 3408 with 208 intervals. Because the real hailstones can be highly irregular in shape, varying the elevation and azimuthal angles allows for assessing the variability of the hailstone scattering properties as a function of the incident radiation direction and/or the hailstone orientation. Because oblate spheroids are symmetric about their minor dimension, their scattering properties depend only on elevation angle. Thus, variability of the natural hailstones' scattering properties can be seen as a measure of the uncertainty in their scattering properties. Because such uncertainty is not accounted for in most existing forward operators and calculations for hailstones, this can be seen as a novel aspect of the current study and will be discussed further in section 3.
The polarization direction is important in polarimetric radar observations, and is the key to develop all the polarimetric radar variables. We define the horizontal (''h'') polarization direction to be in the direction ofê u , which is always in the x-y plane (Fig. 3) . Therefore, the vertical (''v'') polarization direction is determined by the h-polarization direction and the propagation direction k of the incident wave using the right-hand rule (Lu et al. 2016 ), such thatk 5ê h 3ê v (Fig. 3) . The advantage of using the aforementioned orientation setup is that rotating particles is equivalent to changing the elevation and azimuthal angles of the incident radiation direction. Changing the azimuth angle u is equivalent to rotating the particle around the z axis, and changing the elevation angle u is equivalent to rotating the particle about the h-polarization directionê u . The third degree of freedom is that the particle can also cant (i.e., rotate) about the propagation direction of incident radiation. We account for this canting by considering rotations of the h-and v-polarization directions about an angle a (Fig. 4) . The relationship between incident and scattered electric field of a plane wave is related by the scattering amplitude matrix S before canting and by S 0 after canting:
FIG. 2. Digital 3D renderings of the hailstones used in this study and the spheroids with the same maximum and minimum dimensions as the corresponding hailstones. Not to scale. and superscripts i and s indicate incident and scattered radiation, respectively. Canting the particle clockwise with angle a is equivalent to rotating the h-and v-polarization directions anticlockwise by angle a (Fig. 4) . The incident and scattered electric field before and after canting are related as follows:
Thus, the relationship between the scattering amplitude matrix S before canting and S 0 after canting is
Note that the forward scattering amplitude matrix S f FSA following the forward scatter alignment (FSA) convention is needed for the K DP calculation, whereas the backward scattering amplitude matrix S b BSA following the backscatter alignment (BSA) convention is needed for the Z HH , Z DR , r hv , LDR, and d calculations. Even though the scattering amplitude matrices following FSA and BSA conventions are related, as in Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001) ,
they need to be in the correct convention before applying Eq. (6) to account for canting. The first set of calculations thus correspond to single particle scattering at different incident angles, as described above.
In the next set of calculations, the polarimetric radar variables are calculated using the amplitude scattering matrix with additional assumptions about the hailstone orientation and canting angle distributions. For real hailstones, u is assumed to be uniformly distributed (i.e., there is no preferred azimuthal orientation for the hailstones). We assume u and a follow the same Gaussian distribution with 08 mean and standard deviation s, which represents how much the particles wobble in free fall. In the literature, s is usually set to be 108 or less for pristine ice crystals and raindrops, which tend to be more stable during free fall, and up to 408 or larger for aggregates and hailstones that tend to tumble more chaotically (e.g., Jung et al. 2008; Ryzhkov et al. 2011 Ryzhkov et al. , 2013a Jiang et al. 2017 ). Here we compute the radar variables for s values ranging from 108 to 808, as well as for a random distribution of canting angles.
Six polarimetric radar variables are calculated in this study: Z HH , Z DR , K DP , r hv , LDR, and d. Owing to the limited number of hailstones considered here, the main focus of this study is on each hailstone and the comparison with its spheroidal approximation. Therefore, the particle size distribution (PSD) is assumed to be monodisperse, and integration over the size distribution is simply replaced by multiplying by the number concentration N. For the spheroids, the integration over u is further eliminated owing to symmetry. This is a primary limitation of the approach herein; as more hailstones are added to the 3D scanner database in the future, there may be enough to cover a broad range of sizes to be able to test realistic PSDs.
The formulas to calculate the polarimetric variables from Aydin and Zhao (1990) are modified as follows:
LDR [db] 5 10 log 10 2 6 6 4
, and (12)
where N is the number concentration (m 23 ), l is the wavelength (mm), jK w j 2 is the dielectric factor for liquid water (;0.93 at S band), and k is the wavenumber (mm 21 ). The scattering amplitude matrix S has units of millimeters, and the superscripts b and f represent backscattering and forward scattering, respectively. The asterisk represents the complex conjugate. The p(a), p(u), and p(u) terms represent the distributions of canting, elevation, and azimuth angles, respectively. All three angles (a, u, u) are included in the integration as to fully consider the variability of particle orientation, which is critical because r hv strongly depends on the scattering variability over different orientations (e.g., Jameson and Mueller 1985; Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990a; Doviak and Zrnić 1993; Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001; Kumjian 2013) .
Results

a. Scattering properties of single particles as a function of orientation
The single scattering properties of hailstones as a function of incident radiation direction are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, which also show a comparison with spheroids. The number concentration N is fixed at 1 m 23 for each. For hailstones with sizes around 3-4 cm (hailstones 1-5), Z HH , Z DR , and K DP follow a similar pattern with elevation angle, similar to that of the spheroids (Fig. 5) . Z HH decreases with increasing incident elevation angle between 2908 and 08, and increases for elevation angles .08. Note that, in our framework, 6908 incident elevation angles correspond to the direction of wave propagation along the particle's minor axis. In contrast, both Z DR and K DP increase with increasing incident elevation angles between 2908 and 08 and then decrease for elevation angles .08. For hailstones of sizes comparable to or larger than the wavelength ($10 cm; hailstones 6-8), all the polarimetric variables fluctuate substantially with varying incident direction (Fig. 6) ; no well-behaved pattern is observed. Based on these size and scattering characteristics, the hailstones are divided into 4 groups that are described below.
Hailstones 1-3 have relatively smooth surfaces, lacking lobes and protuberances. For these hailstones, Z HH is about the same as the corresponding spheroids. However, for a given elevation angle, the real hailstones exhibit 1-3 dB variability in Z HH across the different azimuthal angles. Such a range in values could provide an estimate of the natural variability in scattering properties for particles of that size and mass. The median Z DR for the real hailstones is within the same range as for the corresponding spheroids, although the real hailstones exhibit 1-2 dB of variability with azimuthal angle not captured by the spheroids. Similar to Z DR , K DP of the real hailstones and spheroids is also consistent, though the real hailstones have variations as large as 58 km 21 for different azimuthal angles. The value of d fluctuates across the different incident directions with both positive and negative values for the real hailstones, but with only very small positive values for the spheroids. Considering the variability in elevation and azimuthal angles, the overall range of variability of Z HH is about the same between the hailstones and spheroids, whereas the real hailstones have a slightly larger variability in Z DR , K DP , and d. Hailstones 4 and 5 have similar sizes and bounding ellipsoidal shape (similar a, b, and c axes), and both are small compared to the radar wavelength. However, these hailstones have highly irregular shapes: hailstone 4 resembles a fish or ''rabbit head,'' whereas the shape of hailstone 5 is like a ''spiky football.'' Despite their relatively small sizes (about ; 1 /3 of the wavelength), we are interested in how these irregular shapes affect the radar variables. Overall, Z HH , Z DR , K DP , and d of the spheroids are within the range of the real hailstones, but the real hailstones exhibit larger variability, as expected. However, it is surprising to find that the variability among incident azimuth angles is much greater for the relatively smooth hailstone 4 (rabbit head) than hailstone 5 (spiky football). Hailstone 4 has variations (i.e., ranges of values over different elevation and azimuthal angles) of 10 dB, 8 dB, 78 km 21 , and 208 for Z HH , Z DR , K DP , and d, respectively, whereas the variation of hailstone 5 is only about 3 dB, 4.5 dB, 4.58 km 21 , and 48 for Z HH , Z DR , K DP , and d, respectively. Thus, despite the ''spiky'' appearance of hailstone 5, the protuberances are evidently not large enough and/or are too uniform to produce substantial variability in its scattering properties. In contrast, hailstone 4 (rabbit head) has a center of mass displaced from its geometric center, leading to greater variability in its scattering properties as it is rotated through different orientation angles. In contrast to these small particles, hailstones 6 and 7 have sizes comparable to the S-band wavelength (;10 cm). The fluctuation of each variable is large and unpredictable. Hailstone 6 has about 10 dB variation in Z HH , 11 dB in Z DR , 788 km 21 in K DP , and about 648 in d.
Hailstone 7 variations in Z HH , Z DR , K DP , and d are about 6 dB, 6 dB, 378 km 21 , and 488, respectively. Because of these hailstones' irregular shapes, the patterns are strongly asymmetric about elevation angle or azimuthal angle. The variation with elevation angle for the associated spheroids also becomes large, especially for K DP and d. The median Z HH of hailstone 6 is close to the maximum in spheroid Z HH for elevation angles 2908 and 908, whereas there is about a 5-10-dB difference for other angles. Z DR and K DP can be strongly positive or negative for hailstone 6. Z HH differences between hailstone 7 and its matching spheroid are smaller, and Z DR , K DP , and d are mainly negative. Hailstone 8 (the record Vivian, South Dakota, hailstone) is much larger than the other hailstones and is larger than the radar wavelength. Its scattering properties are also different from the other large stones: each polarimetric variable fluctuates wildly, with a range of fluctuation much larger than that of the spheroid's fluctuations. The value of Z HH varies by nearly 30 dB, with some orientation angles producing Z HH comparable to or less than Z HH of the smallest hailstones in the dataset (cf. hailstones 2 and 5). This implies that, for equal number concentration of hailstones, Z HH may be of limited utility for estimating hail size. The value of Z DR varies by over 50 dB, though median values are mainly negative. The value of K DP varies by 3188 km 21 , with negative median values but enormous spread. Finally, d fluctuates wildly, covering nearly the entire range 61808. Note that such variation only represents the scattering properties of a single particle. In real observations, an average of all particles in the radar resolution volume will reduce such large variability; additionally, Z HH and K DP depend on the number concentration.
To summarize, generally when the hailstone size is around 3 cm, the scattering properties change smoothly with incident direction. However, the various irregular shapes of the real hailstones result in larger variability compared to the corresponding spheroids, especially for asymmetric shapes. When the hailstone size approaches the wavelength, resonance effects become larger for both the spheroids and hailstones. As the hailstone size exceeds the wavelength, very strong resonance effects occur for both the hailstone and spheroid, with the hailstone exhibiting larger, more unpredictable fluctuations than the spheroid.
b. Averages over the orientation distribution
The correlation coefficient r hv is an important radar variable for hail detection (e.g., Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990a; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Kumjian et al. 2010a; Picca and Ryzhkov 2012) and represents the diversity of particle scattering properties within a radar sampling volume (Kumjian 2013) . For r hv calculations, a FIG. 6 . As in Fig. 5 , but for hailstones 6-8. Note the ranges of the ordinate axes change for hailstone 8. distribution of particles or particle properties has to be included. For a monodisperse distribution of particles like that used herein, r hv is a measure of the variability of its backscattering properties (in particular S hh and S vv ) owing to different orientations: smaller r hv values indicate greater variability. This can be thought of as a sampling volume containing a population of identical particles with a given orientation distribution. As described above (see Figs. 3 and 4) , the particles are assumed to have random orientation in the azimuthal direction (i.e., uniform distribution of u) and a twodimensional Gaussian distribution in elevation angle u and canting angle a (e.g., Ryzhkov 2001; Ryzhkov et al. 2011) . The width of this orientation distribution is given by the standard deviation s. This orientation distribution setup corresponds with a horizontally viewing radar (i.e.,k is in the horizontal plane) observing particles with a preferred orientation in the horizontal plane.
We emphasize that this is a limitation of our calculations. In real storms, the r hv represents a measure of diversity of all particles in the sampling volume. Because we lack a sufficiently large number of real hailstones in the 3D scanner database to construct a PSD (and because hail PSDs are highly uncertain), our r hv values herein are best thought of as a measure of a given hailstone's scattering property variability. It offers some insights on how much r hv may be reduced by irregularities of such stones but should not be taken as an indication of what the true observed r hv may be in real storms, unless the sampling volume is full of particles with similar irregular shapes. One limitation with real observations is that only a limited number (usually 32 or 64) of pulses are recorded. Therefore, r hv in real measurements is an estimation based on a stochastic process. A simple test was performed to see how r hv fluctuates with different number of pulses and is provided in the appendix. Figure 7 shows r hv as a function of s. The last marked value is for a random orientation distribution (rand), which gives the lowest r hv value of that particle. When hailstones are relatively small compared to the wavelength (;3 cm in size; hailstones 1-5), r hv is close to 1. More irregular shapes cause additional variability such that r hv can drop close to 0.96 (e.g., hailstone 4). However, interestingly, the ''spiky'' hailstone 5 produces high r hv (.0.98) for all s. In comparison, the smooth spheroidal approximations for these small hailstones produce larger r hv for a given s. Thus, despite being small compared to the wavelength, the irregularities of hailstone shapes can reduce r hv compared to their corresponding spheroid approximations.
For hailstones 6 and 7, their size is about the same as the wavelength. Although hailstones 6 and 7 are giant, the r hv values are not as dramatically reduced as one may expect: minimum values for hailstones 6 and 7 are 0.94 and 0.97, respectively. Recall that so far the hailstones are considered dry for our scattering calculations: adding liquid to the surface will further decrease the r hv owing to the increase in apparent diversity of scattering properties when increasing the relative permittivity (Kumjian 2013 ; also see below). Hailstone 8 has a size of about 1.5l. Its scattering properties exhibit huge variability over incident radiation directions compared with the corresponding spheroid. Thus the correlation coefficient can get as low as 0.56 for random orientation, whereas the spheroid only reaches 0.86 for random orientation. Both of these minimum values are lower than any other particle in the dataset, and are comparable to values characterizing nonmeteorological scatterers.
These calculations demonstrate that, even for large particles for which resonance scattering occurs, spheroids often fail to reproduce the observed low r hv values by just considering the scattering variability due to orientation (e.g., Picca and Ryzhkov 2012) . For dry hailstones, such substantially reduced r hv (,0.9) can occur in the presence of large, irregularly shaped particles. In contrast, the small, spiky hailstone (hailstone 5) does not produce a large reduction in r hv . However, highly irregularly shaped small hailstones (like hailstone 4) can produce similar r hv reductions to large, resonance-sized particles (cf. hailstone 4 and hailstones 6 and 7). As will be discussed later, the addition of liquid water on the hailstones will further decrease r hv , regardless of size. Together, these calculations suggest that hail size information from r hv reductions could be ambiguous. In real measurements, not only the fluctuation of scattering properties with respect to orientation, but also the presence of particles with different shapes in the sampling volume, will decrease r hv . To the extent that real hail PSDs comprise irregularly shaped and/or nonspheroidal stones, r hv can be substantially reduced even without the presence of significantly severe hail. Kennedy et al. (2001) found enhanced LDR values (.225 dB) aloft in storms that produced damaging hail at the surface. They suggested that enhanced LDR values within the hail growth region aloft may be a good indicator of large hail. Using scattering calculations for smooth spheroids, they suggested that the presence of liquid water on growing hailstones was the cause of the enhanced LDR values. To explore the LDR signatures associated with realistic hailstones, we compute LDR for each of the dry hailstones in the dataset. Figure 8 shows the LDR for each hailstone as a function of s. It is found that LDR changes less than 5 dB because of orientations even for large irregular hailstones, but it does have a dependence on size. Therefore, LDR could be a potential size indicator of hailstones, as suggested by Kennedy et al. (2001) . However, the dependence of LDR on size is rather ambiguous in that LDR cannot be used solely to indicate size. Meanwhile, the smooth spheroids have lower LDR for most s, in most cases 5-10 dB below the values for the real hailstones. This suggests that any hail-sizing algorithms developed using LDR or a proxy measurement from simultaneous transmission and reception polarimetric radars (Ryzhkov et al. 2017) should account for these higher values compared to what is provided by calculations using smooth spheroids.
Because the variation of scattering properties can be extreme for large and giant hailstones, a natural question arises: how large might the variability be in polarimetric radar measurements with a given number of particles in the radar resolution volume? We perform a third set of calculations to investigate how the number of hailstones in the radar volume influences the variability of each polarimetric radar observable. This can be thought of as trying to characterize the uncertainty associated with not fully sampling all orientation angles in a given sampling volume, which was done for the second set of calculations. To do so, a reference FIG. 7 . Correlation coefficient r hv as a function of the standard deviation of canting angles for all eight hailstones (red) compared to that from the corresponding spheroids (blue). Fig. 7 , but for LDR.
FIG. 8. As in
volume and a reference number of hailstones are set as follows. The resolution length along the propagation direction is about 250 m and the beamwidth is 0.98 for S-band Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D). The reference resolution volume is set as 4 3 10 7 m 3 , corresponding to 25.5-km distance from the radar. The reference number of hailstones is set at 100. However, Z HH and K DP are affected by the number concentration of particles. Therefore, for each given number of hailstones in the radar resolution volume, Z HH and K DP are normalized to the reference number of hailstones, so that an easy comparison can be made between different sampling numbers. This reference number is set arbitrarily with the normalized Z HH and K DP in a reasonable range. It is worth noting that the radar resolution volume increases with increasing distance to radar. For a given number concentration, the number of hailstones in the radar volume is larger farther away from the radar.
Different numbers of hailstones in the radar resolution volume are tested. For each given number of particles N* in the radar resolution volume, N* orientation sets are sampled (incident radiation elevation angles u and canting angles a are sampled following a Gaussian distribution with 08 mean and 408 standard deviation, and azimuth angles u are sampled uniformly). Then each of the polarimetric radar variables can be calculated following Eqs. (7)-(12). These steps are repeated 1000 times to see how large the variation in each polarimetric radar variable is. The idea is that the full variability of natural hailstone scattering properties likely will not be sampled owing to their relatively low concentrations; these calculations aim to quantify the expected uncertainty in observations of irregular hailstones. Such uncertainties in scattering properties can inform traditional forward operators and models with spheroidal particles to try and better capture natural variability. Note that we perform these sampling statistics for spheroids as well to characterize the ''lower bound'' of uncertainties for these particles.
The results for several selected hailstones are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, which display 2D histograms with the abscissa as the number of particles in the radar volume and the ordinate as the value of the polarimetric radar variable. In general, the spread of values of the polarimetric radar variables is larger for hailstones than for the spheroids. The Z HH variation with orientation averaging of a limited number of samples is smaller than 5 dB for the spheroids, but can be .10 dB for hailstone 8. For the spheroids, the Z DR variation is about 2 dB when the size is about 3 cm (Fig. 9) , less than 1.5 dB when the size is about 10 cm (spheroids 6 and 7 in Fig. 10 ) owing to the larger aspect ratio, but .5 dB for spheroid 8 because of strong resonance scattering effects. However, the real hailstones can have 1.5-2 times more variation in Z DR than the spheroids. The K DP variability behaves similarly to that of Z DR . We notice that the mean Z DR and K DP values tend to be positive for small particles but slightly negative for large particles. The variability of LDR is similar for both the spheroids and hailstones, but the hailstones have consistently higher LDR, as mentioned above. The value of r hv is very close to 1 for spheroids with sizes ;3 cm, with very little variation. In contrast, the variability of r hv for the ;3-cm hailstones is larger. For larger particles (Fig. 10 , hailstones 6 and 7), r hv is also very close to 1, and the real hailstones have larger variability than their spheroidal counterparts. However, when the particle size is .15 cm (Fig. 10, hailstone 8) , r hv drops to 0.6 and exhibits huge variability, whereas spheroids still have r hv near 0.9 with about 0.2 variation. Owing to the limited number of pulses recorded operationally by radars, the random phase in backscattering owing to particle locations radially within the sampling volume may not average to zero as is typically assumed (see the appendix). However, in this paper, we focus on the variability of the scattering properties themselves. In this case, r hv calculated here represents the value by only considering the scattering variability of a single hailstone owing to different orientations. Even so, we see that in certain situations, r hv can be well below 0.85 [the lower bound for hail classification in the hydrometeor classification algorithm of Park et al. (2009)] without considering the random-phase part of the backscatter. This result is useful for hail detection, because hail can have rather low r hv , but some hydrometeor classification algorithms might classify it as nonmeteorological echoes.
c. Liquid-coated hailstones
So far, we have only considered dry hailstones. However, as hailstones descend below the altitude of the 08C wet-bulb temperature, they begin to melt and can retain a film of liquid water on their surface (e.g., Rasmussen et al. 1984; Rasmussen and Heymsfield 1987) . The same applies to hailstones undergoing wet growth in the updrafts of severe convective storms. Although typically treated as a thin liquid coating of uniform thickness in scattering calculations (e.g., Snyder et al. 2010; Ryzhkov et al. 2011 Ryzhkov et al. , 2013a , this coating of liquid may be distributed unevenly on the surface of natural hailstones and may change depending on fall behavior and orientation (Rasmussen et al. 1984) . Additionally, note that small (,2 cm) melting hailstones are thought to retain substantial amounts of liquid water that can acquire a ''torus'' shape with an aspect ratio that is different than the embedded ice core (Rasmussen et al. 1984) . Given these uncertainties and for simplicity, here we consider a liquid layer with 1-mm thickness added to the real hailstones. To improve scattering calculation accuracy, the dipole size is changed to 0.25 mm. The computation time increases dramatically for these large particles with such high resolution. Owing to the limitation of our supercomputing resources, the scattering calculations for liquid-coated hailstones are only performed for the first five hailstones. A two-layer T-matrix code (Bringi and Seliga 1977a,b) is used for liquid-coated spheroids.
Similar to Fig. 5, Fig. 11 shows Z HH , Z DR , K DP , and d as a function of elevation angle for the liquid-coated hailstones 1-5. Comparing Figs. 5 and 11, it is clear that all polarimetric radar variables are enhanced by adding the liquid layer. The value of Z HH is significantly increased by 5-10 dB (especially for hailstones 1, 4, and 5), which is expected given the change in relative permittivity. The variability of each radar variable becomes larger as well. Interestingly, the pattern of Z HH and K DP as a function of elevation angle for real hailstones 1-3 changes compared to the corresponding dry hailstones. The value of Z HH is larger at horizontal incidence (elevation angle ;08) than at vertical incidence (elevation angles 2908 and 908) for hailstones 1-3 with liquid layer, whereas the opposite is true for the dry hailstones. The plot of K DP has two well-separated peaks for wet hailstones 1-3, owing to their asymmetry. In contrast, the dry stones have only one K DP peak at around 08 elevation angle (i.e., horizontal incidence). The Z DR values for the liquid-coated hailstones are significantly increased over the values for the dry hailstones owing to the increase in relative permittivity. Similarly, the range and variability in d is significantly larger for the liquid-coated hailstones. These calculations imply that some of the extreme values of the polarimetric variables observed in severe convective FIG. 9 . 2D histograms of each polarimetric variable (Z HH , Z DR , K DP , LDR, and r hv ) and the number of particles in the radar volume for hailstones 1, 4, and 5, with yellow and blue representing high and low probability, respectively.
storms (e.g., Z DR . 5 dB, regions of d and/or significantly reduced r hv ) may arise from irregularly shaped hailstones with thin liquid coatings. For the liquidcoated spheroids, the patterns and variability in the polarimetric variables generally is unable to match those computed for the real hailstones. Note that particle 4 exhibits strong resonance effects, which is unexpected. One reason is that the aspect ratio of hailstone 4 is about the limit of what can be handled in the two-layer T-matrix code. So, the two-layer T-matrix code results for particle 4 are hereafter excluded from discussion. Figure 12 shows r hv and LDR as a function of canting standard deviation s for wet hailstones. As expected, owing to the increase of variability of scattering properties by adding the liquid layer, r hv drops substantially compared to the dry hailstones. Adding a liquid layer increases the LDR by about 10 dB for both real hailstones and spheroids. Therefore, the coated liquid layer on the hailstone needs to be considered when using LDR or its proxy to indicate size.
Conclusions and discussion
Three-dimensional scans of real hailstones by Giammanco et al. (2017) are used to calculate S-band hailstone scattering properties using the DDA method. The results are compared with the hailstones modeled as spheroids with same maximum and minimum dimensions and mass. Such spheroids are widely used for scattering calculations of nonspherical hydrometeors in the field. The main focus of this study is to investigate how the various irregular shapes of real hailstones affect their scattering properties compared with symmetric spheroids.
As expected, owing to their various shapes and irregularities, real hailstones have larger variability of Z HH than spheroids. The number of particles in the FIG. 10 . As in Fig. 9 , but for hailstones 6-8.
radar resolution volume determines this variability. On average, the difference of Z DR between dry real hailstones and spheroids is small. In one case (hailstone 8 in Fig. 10 ), the spheroid has Z DR around 22 dB, whereas the real hailstone Z DR is around 23 dB. Such values are consistent with observations of negative Z DR aloft in the cores of convective updrafts, where such large hailstones form (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Kumjian et al. 2010b Kumjian et al. , 2014 . Knight and Knight (1970a) stated that hailstones tend to fall with their minor axis aligned in the horizontal on average, thus giving negative Z DR for smaller hailstones in which resonance effects are not significant. However, giant hailstones could have negative Z DR if their minor axis is aligned in the vertical, as shown in this study, which agrees with the calculations of Aydin and Zhao (1990) and Depue et al. (2007) . When a 1-mm liquid coating is added, some of the real hailstones exhibit much larger Z DR values than the corresponding spheroids. Such irregularly shaped, wet particles may help explain the extremely large (.5 dB) Z DR values sometimes observed in severe convective storms (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008) that cannot be reproduced in scattering calculations or forward operators employing liquid-coated spheroids (Jung et al. 2008; Ryzhkov et al. 2011) . The magnitude of K DP is larger for real hailstones than for spheroids. Further, the shape of real hailstones increases the variability of K DP . Therefore, the orientation-averaged K DP varies more for real hailstones than for spheroids. Owing to the large variability in d of real hailstones, it is likely that the presence of large, irregularly shaped hailstones with significant d will make the differential phase shift measurements noisy and K DP estimation difficult if not impossible. Further, in operational radar data, K DP is censored where r hv is significantly reduced. Large variability of d in the sampling volume will reduce r hv , possibly leading to K DP data censoring. Nonuniform beamfilling, which can be significant in supercells and other hailstorms, also causes errors in K DP estimation (e.g., Ryzhkov 2007; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008) . Therefore, accurate K DP estimation in the presence of large hailstones will be challenging, exhibiting large variability (e.g., Picca and Ryzhkov 2012) .
In general, r hv is lower for natural hailstone shapes than for spheroids. The r hv values generally remained above about 0.9 for all dry hailstones and spheroids considered herein. A notable exception is the Vivian, South Dakota, hailstone (hailstone 8), which produces dramatically reduced r hv as low as 0.56, well within the range observed for tornadic debris and other nonmeteorological scatterers. The wet realistic hailstones produced lower r hv (0.8-0.92) for canting angle distribution widths greater than 308, except hailstone 4 with r hv well below 0.8 most times. Although the liquidcoated spheroids have lower r hv than their dry counterparts, values are still typically ;0.1 higher than for the realistic wet hailstones. These differences could explain why many observations reveal quite low r hv (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Picca and Ryzhkov 2012; Kaltenboeck and Ryzhkov 2013) , whereas radar forward operators employing spheroid models fail to produce such low r hv values (Jung et al. 2010; Ryzhkov et al. 2011; Kumjian et al. 2012 Kumjian et al. , 2014 Johnson et al. 2016) .
Both realistic hailstones and spheroids exhibit a correlation between size and LDR, whereas real hailstones have 5-10 dB higher LDR than their spheroidal counterparts. Once a ;1-mm liquid layer is added to the particle, the LDR values are increased by around 10 dB. Although LDR seems to be a good indicator of hail size, whether the hailstone is dry or not needs to be determined in advance. Its location in the storm and/or relative to the Z DR column or updraft could be useful in this regard. Mirković (2015) also studied the polarimetric radar variables for artificial nonspheroidal hailstones, and found that negative Z DR occurs at large sizes and r hv decreases below 0.6 at specific sizes. Even though the same pattern cannot be found from current study owing to the limited number of hailstones, the negative Z DR and low r hv are indeed captured for the larger ones. In addition to the orientation-averaged polarimetric variables for real hailstones, the current study also presented the variability using the scattering properties from over 300 incident-radiation directions for each hailstone. This is critical because it is likely that observations of hail (particularly large or giant hail) will not exhibit this orientation-averaged value because a given sampling volume has only a limited concentration of hailstones, each possibly with unique shapes. This is the first time the variability in scattering properties and the polarimetric radar variables of realistic hailstones is calculated in this way. Such variability can be taken as a proxy for the uncertainty in scattering calculations used in forward operators and hail size retrievals.
One of the greatest uncertainties affecting the polarimetric radar variables is how the hailstones are oriented while falling (e.g., Heymsfield et al. 2014) . The uncertainty is compounded by not knowing the liquid meltwater morphology on such falling irregular hailstones. The simple assumption used in this study of a 1-mm liquid coating at least provides an indication of the effects on scattering of liquid on the surface of irregular hailstones. Testing of hailstone fall behavior using 3D prints of the scanned hailstones is underway and is expected to provide key insights to help constrain the scattering calculations. In the meantime, scattering properties for multiple incident radiation directions should be calculated and saved so that the different orientation distribution assumptions may be tested. Owing to the limited number of hailstones available for this study, a direct comparison with real radar observations by integrating over a realistic hail size distribution is impossible. Here, a monodisperse distribution is used to convert the single scattering properties into polarimetric radar variables. Therefore, the values of the polarimetric radar variables are not representative of real radar observations, and the scattering variability of a single particle does not represent the variability within a realistic radar volume. The main focus here is on the difference of scattering properties between the real hailstones and spheroids. As the IBHS annual field project continues, we expect the database of 3D-scanned hailstones to grow as various sizes will become available. Therefore, a scattering database for real hailstones should be built in a similar manner to the Pennsylvania State University database for pristine ice crystals and aggregates (Lu et al. 2016) . Such a database for hail will provide valuable information about the mean of each polarimetric variable and the variability, which could benefit radar forward operators and data assimilation efforts, as well as hail detection.
The hailstones considered herein cover a wide range of sizes. The large variability in scattering properties revealed by our calculations, especially for the largest hailstones, has implications for radar-based hail-sizing efforts. For example, for some incident radiation directions, the record Vivian, South Dakota, hailstone produces similar Z HH , as some of the smaller hailstones in the dataset for an identical number concentration. Given that smaller stones are much more likely to be present in higher concentrations, Z HH could reasonably be higher in the case of small hail than giant hail, not to mention contributions from rain originating from shedding and complete melting of smaller hailstones. The fall behavior of irregular hailstones is highly uncertain, rendering hail size inferences from Z DR ambiguous. Consistent observations of negative Z DR in convective storm updraft mixed-phase regions (e.g., Kumjian et al. 2014 ) are intriguing and should be further explored for their insights into fall behavior of hailstones. LDR exhibits the strongest dependence on hail size but also has a dependence on whether the hailstone is wet or not. In some cases, the combination of r hv and LDR could serve as an indicator of large hail. For instance, based on these calculations, extremely low r hv (,0.6) and high LDR (.25 dB) could indicate huge, wet hailstones (.15 cm). Determination of whether or not a hailstone is wet is needed prior to implementation of any sizing algorithm, similar to Ryzhkov et al. (2013b) . Any quantitative hail-sizing algorithms should account for the wider variability of scattering properties of real hailstones as shown herein, instead of relying solely on spheroids.
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APPENDIX
Ergodicity as Applied to r hv Calculations
The correlation coefficient r hv is one of the polarimetric radar variables that is difficult to understand conceptually because it is not readily apparent how the theoretical formula [Eq. (10)] relates to real radar measurements. We relate the theoretically calculated r hv to real observations here. We start with the scattering covariance matrix used in Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001) , based on which radar variables are calculated. Then we show the derivations of Eq. (10) using the relations between the scattering covariance matrix and the backscattering amplitude matrix S BSA of theoretical calculations, in which the ergodic hypothesis is a key step. Last, we simulate radar measurements by sampling pulses and show the convergence of simulated r hv to the expected value calculated with Eq. (10) as the number of pulses increases.
First, all the radar variables are defined in terms of the elements of the time-averaged scattering covariance matrix [Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001, Eq. (3.176b) 
where the angle brackets denote the time averaging. The correlation coefficient is calculated as [Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001, Eq. (3.182c 
The backscattering covariance matrix element g hh,vv (t)e ja hh,vv (t) is related to the backscattering amplitude matrix S hh,vv of single particles as follows [Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001, Eqs. (3.144a) and (3.144b)]: 
where m loops through all particles in the radar resolution volume. The ergodicity principle is then used to calculate the elements of S BSA in terms of S hh,vv . For brevity, we show the derivation for the element hg vv g hh e j(avv2a hh ) i by substituting Eq. (A3). may not converge to 0 yet. Here we performed a test similar to Schrom (2018) to illustrate how r hv converges to the expected value as the number of pulses increases. The hailstone is assumed to follow the same orientation distribution as described in section 3b, with a standard deviation s of 408. One hundred particles with orientations sampled from the orientation distribution were placed randomly in range within a distance of 40 wavelengths (100 mm at S band). Given a spectrum width of 5 m s 21 (standard deviation of radial motion following a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean) and a pulse repetition time of 0.005 s, we allowed each particle to randomly ''reshuffle'' in range after each of 100 total pulses. After each pulse, we calculated the radar signal returns at both horizontal and vertical polarization g hh,vv . Finally, we estimated the corresponding r hv for the simulated signals after each additional simulated pulse (shown with the blue curve in Fig. A1 ). The red curve in Fig. A1 shows the expected value from Eq. (A7).
